
Walking Bass — Where to start 
 

● Step 1: know the scales and chord tones of the song that you want to walk over 
○ Practice them from different starting notes, not just root going up.  

● Step 2: start by playing roots on beat one of every bar. 
○ If you are a visual person, write in these roots on a blank chart. See PDF “Bb 

Blues & Scales_Example Goal Notes” 
○ Remember you can use any octave! 
○ In situations where two consecutive bars have the same chord, the second bar 

can use another chord tone 
● Step 3: use the roots on beat one of every bar to guide you, generally by steps (not big 

leaps) from one bar to the next. Fill in the bars with three other notes, thinking about your 
next goal of beat one. 

○ Practice this by playing out of time, keeping track of how many beats you play 
per bar (it should be four) 

● Step 4: repeat one, two, or four bars many times until you can hear the chord 
progression more or less in your head 

○ Practice getting to your goal notes on beat one in different ways, not the same 
way/pattern every time 

● Step 5: when comfortable, start playing in time but SLOW (maybe 60 bpm) 
○ Make sure to have a different pitch click on beat one so that you know that you’re 

play four beats per bar 
● Good notes? 

○ Focus on notes in the scale 
○ Chord tones are most stable/consonant 

■ In more to least stable: 1, 5, 3, 6, 2 or 7, 4 
■ Then chromatic notes 

● Chromatic notes should ideally lead towards a goal, pulling the ear 
to the destination  

○ If the options are H H W vs W H H, the first example is 
more ideal. See Figure 11 

■ H = Half step, W = whole step 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



● But it’s not all about notes. It’s also about phrases and contours 
○ Usually every four bars should feel like a solid arrival (probably means playing 

the root) 
○ Make a “hilly” contour, with more steps than big leaps  

● The best way to learn how to play cohesive/interesting/good bass lines? TRANSCRIBE 
BASS LINES 

○ Transcribe a chorus/entire tune/favorite part of a bass line and then analyze with 
scale degrees to see if there are any recurring themes that come up. See Figure 
12 

○ Here’s a variety of songs to start you off: 
■ “Blues By Five” by Miles Davis on Cookin’ 
■ “Solar” by Bill Evans Trio on Sunday at the Village Vanguard 
■ “After hours” by Phineaus newborn on We Three  
■ “But not For Me” by Ahmad Jamal on Live at the Pershing  
■ “Blue Monk” by Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers with Thelonious Monk on 

Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers with Thelonious Monk  
■ “So What” by Miles Davis on Kind of Blue  
■ “On Green Dolphin Street” by Miles Davis on Kind of Blue 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Glossary 
 

● Chord tones 
○ A note that exists within a certain chord. Most often 1 3 5 7 

● Scale degree 
○  refers to the position of a particular note on a scale relative to the tonic, the first and 

main note of the scale from which each octave is assumed to begin 
● Chromatic 

○ relating to or using notes not belonging to the diatonic scale of the key in which a 
passage is written 

● Consonant 
○ Consonant intervals are usually described as pleasant and agreeable. 

● Dissonant  
○ Dissonant intervals are those that cause tension and desire to be resolved 

to consonant intervals 
 
 


